Italian Succession Procedure 
Italian inheritance law is based on the Roman Law tradition, and it guarantees a particular protection to close members of the family, partially limiting the right of the testator to dispose of his/her own assets.
According to Italian law, inheritance is transmitted in 2 ways: 
1) According to the law of Legitimate succession, if the deceased died intestate (without a Will), the assets are transmitted to the descendents or the surviving spouse following the principles set out within the Italian Civil Code. 
In this case the inheritance is distributed following the principles of the Legal Succession (Intestate Succession). The Italian Civil Code indicates a number of individuals (legitimate heirs) who are entitled to take over the assets of the deceased. Such heirs are the spouse of the deceased and the relatives identified by the law starting from the closer ones until the 6th degree of connection. In absence of relatives within the 6th degree of connection the inheritance is devolved to the Italian State.

2) According to a Will (Testamentary Succession), which is a legal document signed by the deceased in order to dispose of his assets after his/her death.
In broad terms the Will can be of two types:
a) Italian Will: This will need to be “published” and registered with the competent Italian authorities after the death of the testator.
b) Non Italian Will: Such a Will must first be translated by means of a sworn translation before an Italian Court. A non Italian Will, especially if it lacks any explicit reference to the Italian assets, becomes subject to interpretation with the support of an Italian attorney. This is necessary in order to assess if such a Will can be applicable to the Italian assets or not. If the assets are not expressly disposed of by the Will, then the right to succession to these will follow the rules of the Italian Civil Code.
When the deceased has left a Will, the first step is to proceed with the “Probate”. The Will needs to be published with the assistance of an Italian Notary Public. 
Just after the publication, and also in case of Legitimate Succession, it is possible for the heirs to proceed with the Italian Statement of Succession (Denuncia di Successione), which should be executed within one year after the testator’s death. This procedure implies getting in contact with the Ministry of Finance, to which all the assets should be recorded, as well as with the competent office of the Agenzie delle Entrate) which will be determined according to the domicile of the deceased at the date of his/her death. At this stage, the heirs will be called upon to pay the taxation connected with the inheritance.
The amount of tax will be determined according to the relationship of the deceased to the heirs and the total value of the assets involved in the succession.
The procedure will be then finalized by registering the property in the name of the new owners in the Land Registry (the so called Voltura).
Both the principles of testamentary and legal succession cross with the principle of “necessary succession”. Namely  the Civil Code also provides for a reserved quota  for very close relatives (spouse, ascendants and descendents defined as “forced heirs”). It deals with a significant quota of the inheritance that the testator cannot prejudice with his Will. The testator has the right to assign his assets to strangers pursuant to the law (disposable quota) but this right is partially restricted. On the other hand 
Why is important drafting an Italian Will
It is generally recommended that foreign citizens who own Italian assets draft an Italian Will. This will prevent significant difficulties that heirs might experience when transferring the ownership of Italian properties originally registered in the name of the testator.
In case of foreign Wills, Italian law provides that it must be authenticated by an Italian Public Notary before executing the probate. But  managing documents drafted in a foreign language and inspired to a different legislation in Italy can raise a number of difficulties. As a matter of fact the notary will not publish or legalize documents drafted in a foreign language unless duly translated in Italian. This will most likely involve the assistance of a qualified translator/interpreter whose costs could be substantially higher than drafting an Italian Will.
On the contrary, by drafting an Italian Will the testator will minimize the risk of conflicts among the heir at death also ensuring that Italian authorities have a clear and direct understanding of the legal framework.
In order to be eligible to draft an Italian Will the testator should be at least 18 years and of a sound mind. After the death of the testator the Will must be published with the support of a public notary. Subsequently the heirs will be in the position to proceed with the Italian Statement of Succession (Denuncia di Successione). This should be executed within one year since the death of the testator.
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